LET'S TALK RESOLUTIONS.

I made some. For my dog. For real. Dogs’ lives are waaay too short, so we have far less time with them than we think.

HERE WE GO.

1) I will not set my dog up for failure. The laptop charger is fair chew-game when not put away properly. Management is my job. It's not the same as training.

2) I will walk and speak even more. Because physical and mental exercise translates to improved training skills and a closer bond.

3) My dog will come when called. Because a strong recall is a life-saving measure. Sloppy recall can result in, well, you know, sutures.

4) I will improve my listening talents. My dog has interests and fears that may present as rebellion but are likely an expression of an issue not clearly defined. Or, it's hell beast hour. That's a thing.

5) We have settled in for the long haul. Made it through puppy administration 101. Full marks. Uh, huh.

6) We let go of pain-in-the-rear-view stuff that never lasts. Success is the tip of a whole lotta trial and fails on the floor. And hand bites.

7) We set up a bucket list. To include frequent visits with our wellness partners because they are family. They care.

5) We will celebrate our success. We set achievable goals through an accumulation of improvements and we kick 'er tail!

IT’S ALMOST OVMA TIME IN NORMAN

Wear ORANGE for the Sooners! (They've had a harsh January.)

Join the Advancement Team and welcome Dean Carlos Risco at the OVMA Convention, January 25-27, in Norman. Visit the CVHS Booth #78 throughout the conference at Embassy Suites. CVHS branded door prizes are awarded daily.

New to OVMA this year is the GALA hosted for veterinary student scholarship funding at 100%. Participate in the live and silent auctions and bid on some pretty cool items.

- Alaskan fishing trip
- African photo safari
- Costa Rica Rainforest adventure
- OSU Cowboy/Cowgirl sporting event tickets
- Wines
- Rustic Cuff swag
- A fur coat
- Lincoln Riley autographed football
- Thunder signed basketball
Dr. Jim Peddie "The Hollywood Vet" is entertaining for the evening. Tickets are sold at the GALA Webpage.

It's Friday hey! "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." - Eleanor Roosevelt
Welcome to new adventures in wellness, 2018.

Give Tap, tap, tap.